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ABOUT US

Our mission is to advance global standards of assisted living and
make it dignified and safer. Our motto “Purpose Driven Innovation”
steers us to apply engineering and technology for making products
aimed at solving unmet needs for focus segments. Products that
will live up to our name “Arcatron”, which alludes to ‘accelerating
wheels’ and is a not so subtle nod to the Ark of Moses, which possessed unlimited power!
Arcatron is building the next generation of devices to enhance lives
of people with limited mobility and elderly care needs. It’s range of
shower and commode wheelchairs make users independent, safe
and dignified. Also, the products are designed to ease out the tedious, hectic jobs of the care-givers making it safer and hygienic.
Now never be worried again about those horrific bathroom visits.
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PROBLEMS FACED BY USERS

PHYSICAL STRESS

BACK PROBLEMS

Lifting, shifting and carrying
the patient takes a toll on
the care-giver

Lifting and carrying causes a
lot of back pain. More than 80%
care-givers suffer from lower back
pain.

SLIPS AND FALLS

BED RIDDEN

Bathroom slips and falls are
among the major causes of
injuries among the elderly

Bed ridden users face the bulk
of the problems when it comes
to toilet visits

M E N TA L S T R E S S

LACK OF SOLUTIONS

It is risky, tough, undignified
with the mental stress behind toilet visits and hygiene
issues.

Lack of shower and toilet friendly products that are rust and
water proof cause difficulty for
users
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WHAT OUR PRODUCTS CAN OFFER YOU
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EASY SHIFTING

P O RTA B I L I TY

Our products make it easy
to shift in and out of the
wheelchair painlessly

Our products make traveling
painless and easy due to the
added portability.

NO MORE INJURIES

READY IN A MINUTE

Our products eliminate injuries that users go through
during toilet visits

Our products can be assembled
and disassembled within 60
seconds without any tools

C O M M O D E F R I E N D LY

A DJ U S TA B L E

Our products are height adjustable making it easy to use commodes with different heights

Our products adjust to your
needs to make it comfortable
for prolonged use.

FRIDO GO SELF PROPELLED
Frido Go is a multi-purpose shower and commode wheelchair which is meant to be the ultimate
travel companion. It assembles within 60 seconds without tools, and fits inside a bag. It is
designed for the shower with materials built to last and function like none other. With a stainless
steel body, swivel full armrests, swivel full footrests, front/side access for hygiene, height
adjustable casters, quick release shower big wheels.
`` Made of automotive grade powder coated MS
Steel
`` Sturdy construction and stable for people up
to 150 KGs.
`` Rolls over the commode directly
`` Removable armrests for easy transfers
`` Medical caster wheels with total lock for maximum safety
`` Waterproof, soft padded PU cushions for maximum seating comfort
`` Tension adjustable backrest for maximum
comfort

`` Full footrest which swivels inside for maneuvering in tight spaces
`` Attached commode pan for emergency
`` Removable backrest, armrest and swivel footrest for easy storage
`` Swivel push handles for going further towards
the wall or avoiding flush tanks
`` Tension adjustable backrest with a safety belt
`` Mag wheels with quick release and Vajr
brakes.
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FEATURES

FRIDO GO SELF PROPELLED

Armrests that swivel
as well as flip back for
an easy shifting in and
out

Brakes give stability
while moving in and
out of Frido

The push handle can
be swiveled in to
reach closer to the
wall or the flush tank

Flipping seat cushion
provides comfortable
and easy access from
all sides

Adjustable height
for using toilets and
shifting over beds of
different heights

Adjustable backrest tension can be
re-tightened as your
posture needs dictate

Folds and packs into
our suitcase within 60
seconds

The active footrest
ensures smooth turning even in narrow
passages

Built to be resistant to
water and corrosion

Wheel positions can
be switched so that
Frido can be used
during toilet visits

ACCESSORIES

Top seat cover to
use the chair as
a regular wheelchair
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Seat belt for
added safety

Removable bed
pan with cover
for bed side use

Casters can turn
Frido into attendant propelled

Wrap around
bag makes Frido
portable while
traveling

Trolley and big
wheel bags make
Frido portable
while traveling

TECHNICAL DETAILS

FRIDO GO SELF PROPELLED
Narrow model: (N)
Wide model: (W)

17 inch (N) / 19 inch (W)

Weight capacity: 120kg

14 inch
15.5 inch (N) /
17.5 inch (W)

Product weight: 19 kg (N) / 19.5 kg
(W)
Seat size: 18 x 18 inch

16 inch (N) / 18 inch (W)
20-24 inch

25 inch (N) / 27 inch (W)

Front

18 inch

7.7 inch

39 inch

16.5 inch,
18 inch,
19.5 inch
18-20 inch
Adjustable

40 inch

Side
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W W W. A R C AT R O N . CO M
Fb @arcatronmobility ― Instagram @myfrido ― twitter @arcatronindia ― linkedin @arcatron-mobility-pvt-ltd

